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Иванов Е.А., Сори» А.С. Е2 - 12331 

Модель Весса-Зумино как линейная а -модель спонтанно 
нарушенных конформной и OSp(l, 4) -суперсимметрий 

Изучена структура спонтанного нарушения конформной и ортосимп-
лектнческой суперсимметрий в беэмассовой модели Весса-Зумино за счет 
классических решений фубиниевского типа. Показано, что малой группой 
соответствующего вакуума является градуированная подгруппа OSpfl, 4} 
конформной супергруппы. Симметрия по отношению к другой OSp(l, 4) -
подгруппе (OSp(l,4))cnoHTaHHO нарушена до 0{2;3)-симметрии с возникно
вением массивного голдстоуновского фермиона. Определено суперполевое 
преобразование ВеЙля, с его помощью действие модели переписано в тер
минах суперпространстваО£0(1,4)/СП,3), являющегося спинорным расширением 
пространства анти де Ситтера. Показано, что в таком представлении 
спонтанно нарушенная фаза допускает стандартную о -модельную интер
претацию. Построен OSp(l. 4) -аналог массивной модели Весса-Зумино 
н изучена его вакуумная структура. Обнаружен эффект спонтанного нару
шения Р- и СР -четностей с константой, связанной с радиусом простран
ства анти де Ситтера, 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории Теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного ::;,ституга ядерных исследований. Дубна 1979 

I v a n o v E . A . , З о - i n A . S . Е2 - 12331 

'.v'oss-Zumtnn Model as Linear a -Model of Spontaneously 
Broken Conformal and OSp(l,'l)-Supersymmetries 

The nvis=les.- lvess-Zumino model is shown to exhibit the 
spontaneous breaking of global conformal etnd orthosymplectic supor-
sy nnmlries on account Ы the Pubini-rypo cl.i.--™-icol solutions to the 
oq -at ions of motion, =t l'io dr. rip Ипи:*ип-? of spontaneously 
broken plv.'-f and rmalyi»e- its particle .specinim., The little group of 
the dround stale is found to be the graded subgroup OSp(l, l) Ы 
the conformal supergroup. The symmetry with respect to another 
OSp(l,-l)-subaroup (05p(l,4)) is broken to 0(2,3)-symmetry with emer
gence of massive Goldstone fermion. The superfield Weyl trans
formation is defined and with its help the model action is rewritten 
in terms of the suoerspace OSp(l,l)/o(l,3), spinorial extension of 
anti dp Sitter space. In such a representation the spontaneously 
broken phase admits the standard о -model interpretation. We also 
construct the ОSp(l,^-analog of the massive Wess-Zumino model 
and examine its vacuum structure. An effect of the spontaneous 
breaking of P- and CP-parities with the strength related to anti de 
.Sitter radius is found. 

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1979 



I, In the light of a recent progress in supergravity' • '-3' 
it seems of real importance to seek and study various mechanisms 
of spontaneous breakdown of conformal (SU(2,2/1)) and ortbosymp-
lectic (0Sp(1,4)) supersymmetries. 

The nonlinear realizations of these supersymmetries have 
been considered in' ' '. It is interesting to construct corres
ponding linear S-models. As a first step, it is natural to 
explore in detail the global case. The regularities found may es
sentially clarify the situation in the local case which can be 
achieved by introducing interactions with gauge fields of super-
gravity. 

In the present paper we show that even in the simplest li
near superconformal-invariant theory, the massless iVess-Zumino 
model' , conformal and 0Sp(1,4)-supersymmetries are spontane
ously broken on account of У -dependent classical solutions to 

/7/ 
the equations of motion. Theee solutions'" are similar to those 
revealed by Fubini' ' in the massless •{ -theory. They break 
the Poincare-eymmetry but diBplay invariance with respect to the 
group of motions of anti de Sitter space 0(2,3). Among other 
solutions of the ""ess-Zumino model 0(2,3)-solutions are on a dis
tinct status due .o their Lorentz invariance and vanishing of 
the (improved) energy-momentum tensor fm) on them . For this 
reason, they pretend to describe the ground state of the sponta
neously broken phase of the model. 

In Sec. 2 , following our previous paper' y', we study the 
superconformal properties of vacua associated with 0(2,3)-solu-
tions. The full little group of a fixed vacuum is shown to be a 
graded subgroup 0Sp(1,4) of the ccnformal supergroup with 0(2,3)' 
as the even subgroup. The invariance with respect to another 
0Sp(1,4) (0Sp(1.4) in the notation of ref.^ 9^) which has the 

' All other nontrivial solutions of the massless <t -theory 
(and of the maSBless Wese-Zumino model) have T t t > 0. 
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same 0(2,3)-subf:roup and whose odd generator is given by an ortho-
goral combination of superoonformal spinor charges is broken to 
0(2,3). Corformal symmetry is also broken to 0(2,3)-symmetry, as 
in the massless f -theory' '. Besides, ohiral ( У е — ) invariance 
is broken, 

Ir Sec. 3 we examine the particle content of spontaneously 
broken phase by transforming the model action to the manifestly 
0(2,3 )-invariant form in which it is represented in terms of 
fields given on anti de Sitter space 0(2,3 )/0(1,3). 'Яе define a 
superfield analog of -Veyl transformation and with its help 
demonstrate that the action in 0(2,3)-representation automatical
ly possesses the manifest 0Sp(1,4)-symmetry. In 0(2,3)- (and 
0Sp(1,4)-) invariant formalism 0(2,3 )-solutions reduce to constants 
minimizing the relevant potential. Thus, the massless tfeas-Zumino 
model can be interpreted as the simplest linear (5 -model of spon
taneously broken conformal and 0Sp(1,4)-supersymmetrieB (an ana
logous interpretation of the massless f -theory as a linear G -
model of conformal symmetry has been given by Fubini' ' ). Each 
component of the initial multiplet is proved to be the Goldstone 
field with respect to a certain spontaneously broken superconformal 
generator. In particular, the spinor component has the meaning 
of Goldstino accompanying the spontaneous breakdown of 0Sp(1,4)-
symmetry. Upon separating vacuum expectation values of boson com
ponents it acquires a "mass" which is twice the inverse radius 
of anti de Sitter space, in agreement with the general result 
obtained by Zumino within the nonlinear realization of 0Sp(1.4). 

The second, closely related subject of the present paper is 
the construction and examination of the 0Sp(1,4)-analog of the 
massive V/ess-Zumino model (Sec. 4 ) . This theory reveals a rather 
complicated vacuum structure which includes, along with 0Sp(1,4)-
invariant vacua, those realizing the spontaneous breakdown of 
0Sp(l,4) to 0(2,3). The most interesting phenomenon is the pre
sence of two 0Sp(1,4)-invariant vacua giving rise to the sponta
neous violation of discrete P- and CP-symmetries. As in the many-
body problem, regimes ^ith a different symmetry of the ground 
state go into each other with changing an extra ordering parameter 
the role of which is played by the anti de Sitter radius. When 
the latter tends to infinity, the fine structure of vacua disap
pears and there remains one fully symmetric vacuum of the usual 
massive Wess-Zumino model. 
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2. The invariant action of the massless V/ess-Zumino n.ouel 
ir. the standard auperfield notation is 

(D 
+%№мФ!(щ+ sfcu<£i<xfe.)]} -

where^tX,©*)» ^ t(X)+9 ±%(Х) + ̂ 9).б*§Х)аге two conjugated chiral 
s u p e r f i e l d s , S f a ^ 8 t 9 i , 9 ± = ^ « t ^ M ) 1 - ^ and 8 is the i.ajo-
rana spinor coordinate ; After integration overo. 9 , transition 
to the real components л,D, r,& and Majorana spinorT by the 
formulae 

and elimination of the auxiliary fields F, &" by their equations 
of motion 

F=-§(/l2-B2j , G- = 2£/?B (2) 
the action (1) takes the form 
Sjcfx{i [OAf*(aBMf^fJ-|(AB , , /-^(A-B^)y} • о) 

The maximal invariance group of the action is the conformal 
supergroup' ' with respect to which the components of superfields 
'Ji.tXiB*) form left- and right-handed scalar multiplets of weight 

er odd superoonformal transformations *Pz.(X,Q*) trans
form according to 

and сл\ , and <A a are apinor parameters of supertranslations 
(generator o * ) and proper superconformal transformations (gene
rator U ) . 

In addition to the fully symmetric vacuum \n =u =r =tr-T = Uy 
the model under consideration has vacua with smaller invariance 
groups corresponding to the phase with spontaneously broken super
conformal symmetry. Like in etandard linear £> -models, symmet
ries of these vacua respect symmetries of the related ano
malous vacuum expectation values of fields. The latter are found 
from trie condition that the action have an extremum on them, 

i i notations are the same as in ref, '. 
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In other worut., they 3hould be solutions to the equations of 
r.iotior. Tt iu natural to demand that the ground state of the 
spoi.taneousl.y broken phase preserve Lorentz invariance as well as 
P- and сЛ'-pari ties. Then, the permissible vacuum structure of the 
i;iassles3 •Vesfi-̂ umino model is determined by classical solutions 
for the field A(X) (and F(X) ) at B = G-=M y = 0 . i.e., in 
fact, by solutions of the massless f -theory. The equations of 
motion of such a theory are known to have no nontrivial constant 
solutions' ' (the trivial one /1 = 0 corresponds to the symmetric 
phase). There exiBt, however, X -dependent Lorentz-invariant 
solutiors which break the Poincare symmetry but are instead inva
riant under another subgroup of the conformal group, the anti de 
Sitter (-roup 0(2,3). It is ar, extension of the Lorentz group 
0(1,3) °cMj4V by the vector generatorRj4=f(p-m:lKr)([Rr)R,')=-lmsri/-.) 
Ri and K M being the generators of 4-translations and conform-

mal boosts,/TJ a scale parameter ([гп]=С ). The 0(2,3)-invariant 
solution for Am and that one suggested by it for p(X) are of 
the font/ 7' 0/ 

It is convenient to combine (6) into the superfunctions 
<&(*м--щ*мЬ-¥ыюШи^в(х,в±) (7) 
which can be interpreted as the expectation values of superfields 

the vacuum of the spontaneously broken phase | 0 > : 
Ф°±(х.8±} = <0|ф ± (х,в ± }|б>. 

It is seer that m measures the strength of the spontaneous 
breaking of superconformal and conformal symmetries. 

Transformation properties of vacuum 10/ with respect to 
the conformal supergroup are determined by the transformation pro
perties of the vacuum auperfield (7). Now we proceed to describe 
them in brief.following our paper'"^ devoted to the analysis of 
superconformal properties of solutions (6). The invariance of va
cuum |0) under 0(2,3^transformations is expressed by the rela
tions 

МгФ!(",е±)=0 , (? гФ:и,е ±)=0. (в) 
Each of odd generators S/and I* in itself yields no zero 
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viher: acting on ф + (X,9*) that can easily be verified by substitu
ting <fV(X,9+) f o r ф«.(*,в ±) i n t ° t n e supercorformal transforma
tion law (4). However, there holds the relation 

(S-mT)'&(X,et)=0 (g) 
indicating that the spinor generator ~(S-mT) should also 
be included into the little group of vacuum |0/ , It corresponds 
to the special choice of function p in the law (4): 

fi~feH*im*x)Pi' ( 1 0 ) 

where 6i is a constant spinor parameter connected with the norma
lized generator Qi = т? ( S ~" ГП T J . The generator Q x enlarges 
the algebra of group 0(2,3) to the algebra of the praded group 
0Sp(1,4 )°C(MJUU,P.M , Q i ) which is thus the full little (-roup 
of |0> . 

All the remaining independent generators of the conformal 
supergroup are not zero on ф + (X, 6+) and hence are associated 
with spontaneously broken symmetries. It is convenient to choose 
these Generators so that they belong to the coset space 3U(2,2/1) 
/0Sp(1,4): 

D i n J ( & , e - z < & * ™ % ) , Q i - 4 u * r n , r ) . (ID 
Here D and П5 are the generators of dilatations and chiral 
( tfs — ) transformations, resp. 

We see that in the bose-sector of the present model (as in 
the 0(2,3)-sector of the massless f -theory' ') there comes 
out broken scale invariance and invariance under the fixed com
bination of translations and proper conformal transformations 
(generator G-j< ). Chiral invariance is also broken. The spontane
ously broken component of odd superconformal transformations is 
represented by ths generator Qlf corresponding to the choice 
P = yt ("* ~ imx!f)P\i in the law (4). This generator, like Qj , 
enlarges the algebra 0(2,3) to the Qrthosymplectic superalgebra, 

11 T II 
OUp(1,4) (a closure of OSp(1,4^, OSp(1,4) coincides with the 
conformal superalgebra' ), Thus, the breakdown of superconformal 
symmetry in the massless Wess-Zumino model proceeds not_via the 
subgroup of UHual supersymmetry but via the subgroup 0Sp(1,4). 

Transformations with generators from the set (11),being 
applied to vacuum lO/ ,produce orbits of equivalent vacua, in the 
same way as in ordinary О -models. The relevant field expecta-
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tion values are classical solutions rotated with respect to (f>) 
by the same transformations (they may involve bosonic as well as 
Grassmann fermionic parameters * ), Theories built upon such 
vacua are equivalent to each other in virtue of the superco.nformal 
invariance of the action. In what follows, without loss of genera
lity, we shall proceed from the solutions (6) and vacuum 10) 
which is unambiguously fixed by the conditions (8), (9) and the 

/9/ 
requirement of P- and СР-conservation . 

To conclude this Section, we note that vacuum 10) , like 
0(2,3)-vacua of the massless f -theory, from the energetic point 
of view is not distinguished in comparison with the fully sym
metric vacuum \n-D-T = Г = & = 0 ) • on solutions (6) the improved 
energy-momentum tensorTJ^v vanishes (as well as the spin-vector 
current and, correspondingly, the supercurrent). This iB the 
essential difference between the present model (and the massless 
f -theory) and standard О -models of internal symmetries where, 
as a rule, vacua of the spontaneously broken phase already at 
the classical level роазеэа the lower energy as compared to the 
symmetric vacuum. Perhaps, the situation will alter after allow
ing for the radiative corrections-''. In what follows, we confine 
our consideration to the classical level reserving for the future 
the analysis of the question under which conditions 10> dominates 
over the symmetric vacuum. 

3. Now we turn to determining the physical spectrum of the 
spontaneously broken phase. As usual, this implies the transition 
to fields with zero vacuum expectation values. However, upon a 
direct subtraction of anomalous values (6) from the initial fields 
the potential part of the rearranged Lagrangian would get explicit 
dependence on Хуч . For a better correspondence with usual 6" -
models it is more convenient to reconstruct before the action to 
the form in which it displays the manifest 0(2,3)-invarlance. By 
this procedure, solutions (6) reduce to constants and all the 
coordinate dependence of the corresponding Lagrangian turns out 
to be concentrated in kinetic terms of fields where it enters 
through the metric of anti de Sitter space 0(2,3)/0{1,3) playing 
in 0(2,3)-formalism the role of a background space / s» 11/. 

The most straightforward way to arrive at the 0(2,3)-repre-
3 ) The fact that the symmetric, conformal-invariant phase of 

the massless f" -theory is unstable against radiative corrections 
has been pointed out in /10/. Perhaps, this means that it would be 
more correct to construct quantum theory from the beginning upon 
the 0(2,3)-invariant vacuum. 
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sentation i3 to apply the relevant Weyl transformation' f di
rectly to fields in the component actior. (3), by analogy with the 
procedure employed, say, in the massless X -theory' '', IJevcr-
tholesa, we prefer to proceed from the action in the superfield 
form (1) having for the object to demonstrate that fleyl brarsfor-
raation for the physical components is in fact a part of a i:.ore 
general superfield transformation describing the transition to the 
manifestly 0Sp(1,4)-invariant formulation of the massless Wesu-
Zurnino model. 

Remind before the meaning of Weyl transformations and also 
what is understood by V/eyl covariance of confomial-invariant 
theories. 

Any conformal-invariant theory can be represented not only 
by the standard, manifestly Poincare"-invariant Lagrangjan but 
equally by Lagrangians manifestly invariant with respect to 
other subgroups of the conformal group isomorphic to groups of 
motions of conformally flat spaces (a Riemannian space is said to 
be conformally flat if its metric differs from f},,v'(^i "'r^i'lmerely 

/11/ 
by a local factor' " ; such spaces have isomorphic conformal 
groups and comprise both Kinkowski and anti de fitter spaces). 
This property is called Weyl covariance. iVeyl transformations 
(see e.g. '•'') connect equivalent sets of fields representing 
a given conformal-invariant theory in different conformally Л at 
spaces» The concrete form of Weyl transformation to a certain 
conformally flat space can easily be found from purely group-
theoretical considerations; its structure, up to an unessential 
scale factor, is fixed by the requirement that the relevant зиЪ-
group of the conformal group be realized with zero weight on the 
Weyl transformed fields. For instance, the transformation from 
Poincare- covariant fields ДкОО to 0(2,3)-covariant fields 

Л и М can be determined from the condition of absence of weight 
terms_ in the generator R.^ = -g( Р„-т гКр) when the letter is applied 
to Л к О О , The result is: 

/\>)-[pa(x)rdX(X). ( 1 2 ) 

Here d A is the dimensionality of Л&00 (in mass units) and 
the function CX(X) is the same as in (6). Without loss of genera
lity, the scale multiplier P will be set one from now on. 

It is natural to expect that the notion of Weyl covariance 
generalizes to superconformal-invaria^t theories. In other words, 
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they should admit equivalent representations in any superspace 
havirj- the вате dimensionality f the usual superspace and includ
ing one or another conformally flat space as the maximal even 
subspace. The manifest invariance group of a given formulation of 
a theory is expected to be that graded subgroup of the conformal 
supergroup which is a suitable spinor extension of the group of 
motiors of corresponding even subspece. We have as yet no general 
rigorous proof of the above statements but are able to confirm 
them in the particular ease we are interested in. 

To find a superfield extension of (12), ф ±(*,9,)— ФДх.б») , 
transforming the action (1) to the representation in the super-
space 0Sp(1,4)/0(1,3)Э 0(2,3)/0(1,3), one may require that gene
rators of a certain subgroup 0Sp(1,4) of the conformal supergroup, 
say 0Sp(1,4), contain no wei ent terms when realized on Ф ±(Х, flt). 
It is not hard to be convinced that for removing the weight fac
tor - J K &tf>U+imXX)£i from the transformation with the gene
rator Qi =:jt(S-mT) ( p = 4=(И + i-rnxj-) fij in the transformation 
rule (4)) it is sufficient to multiply superfields Ф*(",б±) by 
superfunctions j (X, Gt) , the inverse of (7). The weight con
nected with 0(2,3)-translations is taken away by the variable 
change 0«.-»==-Q*. As a result, we have 

Ф*(*,в±)^.«,ад$±(»,й0*)= а»)(1-?аоо51в1)ф*(х,||ге±) ( 1 3 b ) 

or , in compor.ents; t _y 
£ (x) = CL'VO /?±(x) % (x) = a (x) % tx) 

For the physical components, as promised, the mapping (14) reduces 
to the transformation (12). Л nontrivial novel structure of thiB 
mapping manifests itself in relation between the auxiliary compo
nents: F + 00 appears a fixed combination of 0(2,3)-covariant fields 

c£ 2

( x ) Fi t»)"*, a--'(x) fltW. 'S l t a \ 
The odd 0Sp(1,4 ^ t r ans fo rma t ions induced for T t V ' 1 ' * ) by 

the law (4) (".is the connection (13a)) are as fo l lows: 

o"Ql4iMJ=p^li+f 6 , B i O + | i m X ^ ] y ^ ? u ^ e ± ^ 45) 

10 



Se,4* = i/ZFY. _ _ ( 1 6 J 

where as before _P = i H + {- m"y)pt . Under 0(2,3)-translations 
Ф+( х>в*) transform as 

8Ж^У--т^^-^ЬЛ'^-^ ^ ( 1 7 ) 

.Л being the infinitesimal transformation parameter. Thus, super-
fields "?Лх,е±) transform in 0Sp(1,4) exclusively due to non
linear shifts of their arguments lp , 6+ and, heijce, they are_, 
0Sp(1,4 )-scalars. Correspondingly, the fields A±M, 4*00 , F±(*) 
form conjugated left- and right-handed scalar OSpO ,4 )-multiplets. 
Unde'" contraction YX\-*0 the laws (15)-(17) go into the transfor
mation rules of scalar multipleta of the usual supersymmetry. The 
fact that 0Sp(1,4) has scalar multiplets has been established 

/12/ 
•sarlier by Keck' but without indicating their connection with 
the realization of 0Sp(1,4) in the left- and right-handed chiral 
superspaces. Our results show that this connection is quite ana
logous to that one in the usual supersymmetry. 

How we are ready to obtain the 03p(1,4 )-invrariant represen
tation of the action (1), Upon the substitution (13b) and the sub
sequent variable change "± •—*" -==, 8± the potential and kinetic 
parts of the action take the form: 

where 

7П+(»,0±)= a-VxH l - | " " Q±B±) (20) 

ГП(х,в) = a \ » ) | j - £ m в е + | т М в е ) г ] (2D 

^ = cftx) a r - l - f [ 9 ( K r • m«'<r № ) ] | g • (22) 
Without going into details (the complete derivation will be given 
ir, a separate paper devoted to the superfield formulation of 
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0Sp(1,4)-sy!iimetry) we indicate only that d X d 9» W± (x,8t) are the 
ОйрО,4 )-invariant integration measures over conjugated chiral 
superspaces (their invariance with respect to the transformations 
(15), (17) can be checked straightforwardly, by making изе of ge
neral rules for changing variables in Graasmann integrals' •" ), 
the objects еХр{+^В^^9Ц>}ф 1.(х,в 4)аге nothing but the chiral 
03p(1,4 )-superf ields in the real basis, ̂ , and a X A 9 7T7(x,9)have, 
reap., the meaning of the vector covariant derivative and invariant 
integration measure in this basis. Thus, the action of the usual 
massless Wess-Zumino model is identical to the action of it3 di
rect 0Sp(1,4)-analog, in the same way-аэ the action of the mass-
less \ -theory is identical to that of its counterpart in anti 
de Sitter space' '. Point out once more that this remarkable fact 
should be traced to the generalized iVeyl covariance of the action 
(1) caused by its superccnformal invariance. 

Integrating over <A H and eliminating the auxiliary fields 
f-(x), &(*) by their equations of motion 

Rx) = m MA - § (# 2 M - B2(x)) 
_ , a .— <~» ' ( 2 3 ) 
G-(x) = m BOO + 2%Д(х) B(x) 

one reduces the ac t ion £} — 0 8 ) + ( 1 9 ) to the form 

5=JJtVct4oo[{ fbrHfl_+vrЪъв + iVfyъ fh™чШ2)- ( 2 4 } 

-_|5(ЯЧвг)г-д?(я-в^)г] 
where Vp - CL~ W 3j« +... is the 0(2,3 )-covariant derivative, dots 
stand for the matrix part which is not essential for our purposes 
(it does not contribute to (24) because of scalarity of fields 
ft, В and the Majorana nature of 4* ). Taking into account that 
the quantity 9HV — o t SV»can be interpreted as the metric tensor of 
anti de Sitter space with radius г = т И / 1 1 / (о^Д, н ̂ Г = аг(») %?* 

CL(x) У)** and cC (x) *̂Г"° being appropriate direct and inverse 
vierbeins) and also that CL (*) = \|-Цд„»|| > m a =• - ̂  R. where 
K. is the scalar curvature for t - metric J.n (X) f one recognizes 
(24) as the standard conformal-invariant action for massless fieldfe 
in curved background. Note that the representation (24) and the 
equations (23) might be attained directly by applying Weyl trans
formation (12) to the fields $,8, Y i n (3) and (2). However, when 
doing so.it is difficult to make out the manifest 0Sp(1,4)-inva-
rian6e of the action (24). 
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Г • g* - «ST • (28) 

Return to the analysis of structure of the spontaneously 
broken phase. As has been anticipated at the beginning of this 
Section,the classical solutions (6) in terms of 0(2,3)-covariant 
fields reduce to constants: 

A0-f , F.=S.=£.-¥. = о (25) 
<0|$1(x,et)|S> = <6|$ t«lO)|o) = Я Ь . (26) 

Being X -independent, these solutions can be obtained dirsctly 
from the condition of extremum of the potential in the action 

У(№)=-тЦв^Г)^((ГгЪ2)г*^^-^^ (27) 
It is remarkable that they supply just the minimum tn the poten
tial, i.e. play the role analogous to constant solutions in li
near (Г-models of internal symmetries. Indeed, due to the wrong 
sign of the "mass" term the bosonic part of (27) strongly resemb
les the usual Higgs potential and attains minima on the circle of 
radius J q-1 in fl-Ь plane: 

The general solution of this equation and the related solution 
for the auxiliary components can be written as 

f_ !^(a»l - cos2Д),"С._ !2Ll(sinA. +iin2A'). ( 2 9 ) 

r*~ 9 9 
where A is an arbitrary parameter which reflects a degeneracy 
with respect to chiral transformations. In virtue of chiral inva-
riance, solutions with different Д should be treated on equal 
footing and without loss of generality one may choose the solu
tion (25) corresponding t o ^ = 0 . 

On passing to the field with zero vacuum expectation value 
/)'=./|-ffl , the potential (27) rearranges to the form: 

Thus, the spectrum of the spontaneously broken phase consists of 
the massless pseudoscalar field Ь t the scalar field " with 
шава 21*1 , and the Majorana Bpinor f of the same mass ' all defi
ned on anti de Sitter space. 

4) tfor fields over anti de Sitter space the "mass" is a rather 
ambiguous concept. We define bare mass parameters of the Lagran-
gian in the conventional manner, via terms quadratic in fields. 
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Let us c l a r i f y the s t a t u s of these f i e l d s with respect to 
Huporconformaj t ransformat ions . As expected, the l i t t l e group 
0Lip(1,4) i s rea l ized on them homogeneously. At the same t ime, ge
nera tors from the 3et (11) give r i s e to inhoraogeneous transforma
t i o n s . We begir by consider ing the ac t ion of the 0Sp(1 ,4 ^ g e n e r a 
to r QiJ . After a l i t t l e labour we fir.d: 

8оД=^ тгЧ~^£*£-2гп&)&н-^*гг)р5. on 
Extracting from n+ the vacuum value, we observe that Суй -
transformation of T^*) starts with a constant: 

£„,? = -v2 fH + ^~-(4)H * 0^,K), (32) 
Heme, t1 in the Goldstone fermion (Goldstino) accompanying the 
spontaneous breaking of_OSpO ,4 )-symmetry. The fact that it pos
sesses the mass term m f ~¥ t unusual for Goldstone fields, agrees 
with the general result obtained by Zumino' ' in the framework of 
the nonlinear realization. 

3t is interesting to trace in detail how the 0:>p( i ,4 )-struc-
ture arises in the '"ess-Zumino model. .Vhen deriving the represen
tation (24 ),we proceeded from the superfield formulation manifest
ly invariant with respect to 0Sp(1,4). However, we would come to 
the sai.'.e result choosing the subgroup 03p(1,4) to begin with. 
This is clear already from the fact that (24) is an even function 
of parameter 07 , Ir. other words, the action (24) simultaneously 
describes the linear realizations of two different 0Sp(1,4^super-
symmetries, 03p(1,4) and 0Sp(1,4). So far аз the superconformal 
symmetry is unbroken, these 0Sp(1,4) are on entirely equal status. 
After allowing for the solution (25) the degeneracy is removed: 
0Sp(1,4) takes the role of the stability subgroup of (25) while 
0Sp(1,4) gets broken to 0(2,3). If one chooses the solution with 
/=3T the situation is reversed. I.iore generally, the solution with 
a fixed •* is stable under the subgroup 03p(1,4)=e' 'QSpft'O E ' and 
breaks the symmetry with respect to 0Sp**(1,4 )=eUni0Sptl,4)e"L*ni 

(all 0Sp(1,4) have the common even subgroup 0(2,3 )<<• (М|И»,КА)'"' ), 
The Goldstone fields may be assigned not only to Q-д but also 

to all of the remaining generators from the set (11). The field 
BWtransforms inhomogeneously under the action of the genera

tor Пу and therefore is the Goldstonion associated with the spon
taneous breaking of chiral symmetry. Its "masslessness" can be 
traced to the fact that chiral symmetry is purely internal for 
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which reason the standard arguments of Gcldstone's theorem apply. 
The component Д(Х)р1ауЕ the double role. With respect to the gene
rator ris it is the Higgs field while with respect to D the 
Higgs and simultaneously Goldstone field (dilaton) for its infi
nitesimal scale transformation begins with a conatant.__The "mass" 
term 2 17) fl has the meaning analogous to that of m t t. In 
both cases, for invariance of the action under corresponding 
spontaneously broken transformations (i.e., dilatations and 
0Sp(1,4)-supertranslations) it is necessary that the Goldstone 
field kinetic terms occur in the combination with these unconven
tional mass terms (because of an explicit dependence of the tran
sformations on / M ). As to the generator G-p* £ (PJH + "i* Kf</ , 
there is no independent Goldstone field for it among components 
of the initial multiplet. Нот/ever, taking notice of the fact that 
Gj»-transformation of the field fl (X) begins with a term ~ ("tf Xj»), 
where T« is an appropriate group parameter, it is clear that 

^ *tCt a missing Goldstonion is imitated by the gradient Он л whose 
^-transformation includes a purely constant term — '/• . 

To summarize, we have shown that the ordinary massless .Vess-
Zumino model is the linear to -model simultaneously of two sponta
neously broken superByrametries, SU(2,2/1) and 0Sp(1,4), realized, 
respectively, in homogeneous spaces SU(2,2/1 )/05pj[1,4) and 
0Sp(1,4)/0(2,3>. Their breakdown is induced by 0Sp(1,4)-invariant 
classical solutions to the equations of motion. These solutions 
display the coordinate dependence when considered in Minkowski 
space but reduce to constants in anti de Sitter space. The regime 
of spontaneous breaking is stable: tachyons do not appear. 

4. Having the expressions for the 0Sp(1,4)-invariant integ
ration measures in chiral superspaces (20 ) we are in a position 
to construct 0Sp(1,4 ̂ -symmetric models wj.th scalar potentials of 
an arbitrary structure in superfields All such models, 
except the special case of the massless <P theory considered 
above, contain dimensional constants (beyond m ), For this 
reason they possess no auperconformal symmetry and, ae a result, 
are not equivalent to any kind of supersymmetric theories in И п -
kowski space. The simplest model is set up by adding to the ac
tion (18)+(19) the 0Sp(1,4)-lnvariant masa term: 

Tj 
An analogous phenomenon in nonlinear realizations is 

known as the inverse Higgs phenomenon /14/. 
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$м=м1ЛсГв[7ПД«,адЕг(^$!».в()+ТП.и,а.)5?л)фг^,в-)] - ° 3 ) 

The theory thus constructed is the OSp(1,4)-analog of the usual 
masBive Weea~Zumino model' ' and provides a nontrivial example 
of linear globally supersymmetric theory in curved space-time. 
After eliminating the auxiliary f: <?lds F, 6- through their equa
tions of motion 

f=(m-2M);r-g(^-B*; ( з о 

5= (m+2M)6 +-2g Д"6 
we find that the kinetic part of the Lagrangian density in the 
actionSn+Sw *• S M expressed in terms of the physical components 
4,0,4* coincides with the corresponding part of the density of 
the action (24). The potential part is now given by the expres
sion: j _ 
V H = (M+m)(2M-m) #'>(M-m)(2_M+m)Ba+ M ? Y + \ №*•&?+• 

The potential (35) in contrast to (27) is not symmetric under the 
change ГП-»-ГП . This reflects noninvariance of the present model 
with respect to the supergroup 0Sp(1,4) (and thereby to the con-
formal supergroup, the closure of 0Sp(1,4) and 05p(1,4)). 

As is well known, the conventional massive WesB-Zumino model 
exhibits no nontrivial vacuum structure' . In the present case, 
the situation iB quite different. Depending on a relation between 
the parameters M and n\ , the potential (35) attains minima on 
four different sets of constant solutions to the equations of 
motion (m?0 fixed): 

a) |Mj»m 
<ъ.--а>.-<ь0-<ъ.-<ъ>.-~о, <тг„>в.о ( 3 6 ) 

b) M*<2m crv HiO C m-2M)* 
</Г>.= и ^ 1 " f <B>.= <*>„= Ф,- < W. = о, <T},,X-%.v*M -jr~w) 

e ) - m s K 4 0 (л- m S M i 2 m 

3 / T Ч о M 9 ( m t 2 M ) ( ^ - 2 M ) ( 3 9 ) 
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HereTVv i s the energy-momentum tensor defined according to the 
general p r e sc r i p t i ons for curved backgrounds ' ' : 

THV = 'jfyiVM ~ JU 4j,v%-{A + В ) + de r i va t i ve te rns 

The ex i s tence domains of vacua (37)- (40) a re p ic tured in F ig . 1 

Fjg.1 
(the vacuum structure for the choice no<0 c a n ^ e obtained by 
reversing the positive direction on axis M ), 

Рог the lack of room, we do not give explicit forms; for rear
ranged potentials in srctors a)-d) ьлС are forced to limit our

selves to a number ci' comments. 
First of all, point out that the physical masses in all these 

sectors are real, i.e..ghosts are absent in the particle spectrum 
(this is because solutions (36)-(39 ) supply true minima to the 
potential (35)). 

Vacua (36), (37) correspond to the symmetric phase. In terms 
of zero wacuum expectation fields the potential in sector b) looks 
as in a) but with M = m - M instead of M . The boson and fermion 
masses split already at the symmetric level, Ml being a splitting 
parameter. 

Vacuum (38) gives rise to the spontaneous breaking of 0Sp(1,4) 
down to 0(2,3)-symmetry as \F\^0 over it. In this sector, 4* is 
the Goldstino, Its mass is fH<|i=2rt1 again in agreement with the 
general theorem of Zumino'*'. The masses of the Higgs fields /?,B 
are related to 4/ by the simple mass formula 

mfjv + m\ = vn§ • (41) 
The most interesting and unexpected feature of the model un

der consideration is the presence of two stable OSpO ,4 )-sym-
metric vacua (39 ) with spontaneously broken P- and CP-parities. 
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Within the range OiM'ffl there are no other stable vacua, 
i.e., solutions (39 ) give absolute minima to the potential (35) 
in this range. The~constar.t of the P- and CP-violating interac
tion in the diagonalized potential appears to be a function of 
bare parameters ^ > П1,M . We expect that the phenomenon of P-
and CP-violation will occur e.iso in other, more realistic 0Sp(1,4) 
-invariant models. 

It ie seen from Pig. 1 that with Гч fixed and the space ra
dius ГЛ varying, phases with a different symmetry of the ground 
state change each other. In this sense the parameter m is si
milar to the ordering parameter (temperature) in the many-body 
problem. In the case of large curvature (iri^M ) the phase with 
spontaneously broken P- and CP-parities dominates. To the small 
curvature there corresponds the fully symmetric phase. When M~0, 
the solutions (37)-(39 ) go into solutions from the set (29), 
..ith K'O ,% , isi. ", i- 3L , respectively. In this limit, the 
violation of P- and CP-parities becomes unobservable because, 
due to chiral invariance, sectors b)-d) turn out to be related by 

equivalence field transformations. 
In the limit ff>-» О ,Ь\фО leading to the usual massive 

Wess-Zumino model there survives, as expected, the symmetric 
phase alone. As ГГ1-» О ( the fine vacuum structure locked in the 
interval - Ш i M i 2 m degenerates into the point M = 0 , 

5. In thie paper we have studied Bimplest О -models with 
spontaneously broken global conformal and 0Sp(1,4)-Bupersymmetries. 
In conclusion we discuss in brief what happens» in the local case, 
i.e., after coupling theee models to gauge fields of eupergravity. 

To maintain global superconformal symmetry, one must couple 
the masalees Wesa-Zumino model to conformal supergravity'1'. Aq 
far as all the fields й , В , f of the spontaneously broken phase 
are of the Goldstone type, it is clear without explicit calcula
tions that in the local case they can be removed from the Lagran-
gian by the Higgs effect. The Lagrangian in unitary gauge is 
expected to contain only terms of gauge fields and to show the 
manifest invariance only with respect to local 0Sp(1,4^transfor
mations. Just such a situation has been observed recently by Kaku 
and Towneend for the case of the self-interacting massless scalar 

/18/ multiplet minimally coupled to conformal supergravity' ', They 
have Bhown that in the gauge fctonit^g-O f 5p = 0 t h e relevant 

6 J A similar situation for some open metrics has been revealed 
also in /17/. 
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Lagrangian coincides with the pure gauge Lagrangian of 0Sp(1,4)-
supergravity' "' (that of Poincare supergravity plus a fixed com
bination of the gravitino mass term and the cosmological term). 
We have verified that ttiis gauge exactly corresponds to the clas
sical solution (25), i.e.»is the usual unitary gauge if one 
works in terms of the Goldstone fields A , 8 , f with zero 
vacuum expsctation values. 

To make the model of Sec.4 locally 0Sp(1,4)-invariant,one 
has to couple it to 0Sp(1,4)-supergravity. To reproduce features 
of the real world the resulting model should give a ±'easonable 
order of the mass splitting between bosons and fermions involved 
(i.e., the splitting parameter ГП must b e ~ 1 GeV), and, besi
des, ensures the cosmological term to be observably email (va
nishing). Presumably, these requirements can both Ъл satisfied 
only in sector c) corresponding to the phase with spontane
ously broken 0Sp(1,4)-3ymmetry, where the Deser-Zumino' •" mecha
nism of compensating cosmological terms may be operative. The 
detailed discussion of this possibility and also of the question 
how the CP-violating phase d) manifests itself in the local case 
«ill be given elsewhere. 

Finally, point out that the model of Sec. 4 may bear inte
rest irrespective of its possible relation to eupergravity. Assum
ing that integration in the invariant action is only over a small 
space-time region of an order of the hadron size, ГП" being ~ 
radius of this region, this model can be regarded as a supersym-
metric extension of the bag model with the anti de Sitter geo
metry proposed in' ', 

.Ve express our deep gratitude to V.P.Akulov, A.A.Kapustni-
kov, D.V.Volkov, V.Yu.Tzeitlin for useful discussions. He are 
especially grateful to V,I.Ogievetsky for interest in the work, 
kir.d attention, and valuable discussions. 
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Иванов Е.А., Сори» А.С. Е2 - 12331 

Модель Весса-Зумино как линейная а -модель спонтанно 
нарушенных конформной и OSp(l, 4) -суперсимметрий 

Изучена структура спонтанного нарушения конформной и ортосимп-
лектнческой суперсимметрий в беэмассовой модели Весса-Зумино за счет 
классических решений фубиниевского типа. Показано, что малой группой 
соответствующего вакуума является градуированная подгруппа OSpfl, 4} 
конформной супергруппы. Симметрия по отношению к другой OSp(l, 4) -
подгруппе (OSp(l,4))cnoHTaHHO нарушена до 0{2;3)-симметрии с возникно
вением массивного голдстоуновского фермиона. Определено суперполевое 
преобразование ВеЙля, с его помощью действие модели переписано в тер
минах суперпространстваО£0(1,4)/СП,3), являющегося спинорным расширением 
пространства анти де Ситтера. Показано, что в таком представлении 
спонтанно нарушенная фаза допускает стандартную о -модельную интер
претацию. Построен OSp(l. 4) -аналог массивной модели Весса-Зумино 
н изучена его вакуумная структура. Обнаружен эффект спонтанного нару
шения Р- и СР -четностей с константой, связанной с радиусом простран
ства анти де Ситтера, 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории Теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 
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I v a n o v E . A . , З о - i n A . S . Е2 - 12331 

'.v'oss-Zumtnn Model as Linear a -Model of Spontaneously 
Broken Conformal and OSp(l,'l)-Supersymmetries 

The nvis=les.- lvess-Zumino model is shown to exhibit the 
spontaneous breaking of global conformal etnd orthosymplectic supor-
sy nnmlries on account Ы the Pubini-rypo cl.i.--™-icol solutions to the 
oq -at ions of motion, =t l'io dr. rip Ипи:*ип-? of spontaneously 
broken plv.'-f and rmalyi»e- its particle .specinim., The little group of 
the dround stale is found to be the graded subgroup OSp(l, l) Ы 
the conformal supergroup. The symmetry with respect to another 
OSp(l,-l)-subaroup (05p(l,4)) is broken to 0(2,3)-symmetry with emer
gence of massive Goldstone fermion. The superfield Weyl trans
formation is defined and with its help the model action is rewritten 
in terms of the suoerspace OSp(l,l)/o(l,3), spinorial extension of 
anti dp Sitter space. In such a representation the spontaneously 
broken phase admits the standard о -model interpretation. We also 
construct the ОSp(l,^-analog of the massive Wess-Zumino model 
and examine its vacuum structure. An effect of the spontaneous 
breaking of P- and CP-parities with the strength related to anti de 
.Sitter radius is found. 
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I, In the light of a recent progress in supergravity' • '-3' 
it seems of real importance to seek and study various mechanisms 
of spontaneous breakdown of conformal (SU(2,2/1)) and ortbosymp-
lectic (0Sp(1,4)) supersymmetries. 

The nonlinear realizations of these supersymmetries have 
been considered in' ' '. It is interesting to construct corres
ponding linear S-models. As a first step, it is natural to 
explore in detail the global case. The regularities found may es
sentially clarify the situation in the local case which can be 
achieved by introducing interactions with gauge fields of super-
gravity. 

In the present paper we show that even in the simplest li
near superconformal-invariant theory, the massless iVess-Zumino 
model' , conformal and 0Sp(1,4)-supersymmetries are spontane
ously broken on account of У -dependent classical solutions to 

/7/ 
the equations of motion. Theee solutions'" are similar to those 
revealed by Fubini' ' in the massless •{ -theory. They break 
the Poincare-eymmetry but diBplay invariance with respect to the 
group of motions of anti de Sitter space 0(2,3). Among other 
solutions of the ""ess-Zumino model 0(2,3)-solutions are on a dis
tinct status due .o their Lorentz invariance and vanishing of 
the (improved) energy-momentum tensor fm) on them . For this 
reason, they pretend to describe the ground state of the sponta
neously broken phase of the model. 

In Sec. 2 , following our previous paper' y', we study the 
superconformal properties of vacua associated with 0(2,3)-solu-
tions. The full little group of a fixed vacuum is shown to be a 
graded subgroup 0Sp(1,4) of the ccnformal supergroup with 0(2,3)' 
as the even subgroup. The invariance with respect to another 
0Sp(1,4) (0Sp(1.4) in the notation of ref.^ 9^) which has the 

' All other nontrivial solutions of the massless <t -theory 
(and of the maSBless Wese-Zumino model) have T t t > 0. 
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same 0(2,3)-subf:roup and whose odd generator is given by an ortho-
goral combination of superoonformal spinor charges is broken to 
0(2,3). Corformal symmetry is also broken to 0(2,3)-symmetry, as 
in the massless f -theory' '. Besides, ohiral ( У е — ) invariance 
is broken, 

Ir Sec. 3 we examine the particle content of spontaneously 
broken phase by transforming the model action to the manifestly 
0(2,3 )-invariant form in which it is represented in terms of 
fields given on anti de Sitter space 0(2,3 )/0(1,3). 'Яе define a 
superfield analog of -Veyl transformation and with its help 
demonstrate that the action in 0(2,3)-representation automatical
ly possesses the manifest 0Sp(1,4)-symmetry. In 0(2,3)- (and 
0Sp(1,4)-) invariant formalism 0(2,3 )-solutions reduce to constants 
minimizing the relevant potential. Thus, the massless tfeas-Zumino 
model can be interpreted as the simplest linear (5 -model of spon
taneously broken conformal and 0Sp(1,4)-supersymmetrieB (an ana
logous interpretation of the massless f -theory as a linear G -
model of conformal symmetry has been given by Fubini' ' ). Each 
component of the initial multiplet is proved to be the Goldstone 
field with respect to a certain spontaneously broken superconformal 
generator. In particular, the spinor component has the meaning 
of Goldstino accompanying the spontaneous breakdown of 0Sp(1,4)-
symmetry. Upon separating vacuum expectation values of boson com
ponents it acquires a "mass" which is twice the inverse radius 
of anti de Sitter space, in agreement with the general result 
obtained by Zumino within the nonlinear realization of 0Sp(1.4). 

The second, closely related subject of the present paper is 
the construction and examination of the 0Sp(1,4)-analog of the 
massive V/ess-Zumino model (Sec. 4 ) . This theory reveals a rather 
complicated vacuum structure which includes, along with 0Sp(1,4)-
invariant vacua, those realizing the spontaneous breakdown of 
0Sp(l,4) to 0(2,3). The most interesting phenomenon is the pre
sence of two 0Sp(1,4)-invariant vacua giving rise to the sponta
neous violation of discrete P- and CP-symmetries. As in the many-
body problem, regimes ^ith a different symmetry of the ground 
state go into each other with changing an extra ordering parameter 
the role of which is played by the anti de Sitter radius. When 
the latter tends to infinity, the fine structure of vacua disap
pears and there remains one fully symmetric vacuum of the usual 
massive Wess-Zumino model. 
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2. The invariant action of the massless V/ess-Zumino n.ouel 
ir. the standard auperfield notation is 

(D 
+%№мФ!(щ+ sfcu<£i<xfe.)]} -

where^tX,©*)» ^ t(X)+9 ±%(Х) + ̂ 9).б*§Х)аге two conjugated chiral 
s u p e r f i e l d s , S f a ^ 8 t 9 i , 9 ± = ^ « t ^ M ) 1 - ^ and 8 is the i.ajo-
rana spinor coordinate ; After integration overo. 9 , transition 
to the real components л,D, r,& and Majorana spinorT by the 
formulae 

and elimination of the auxiliary fields F, &" by their equations 
of motion 

F=-§(/l2-B2j , G- = 2£/?B (2) 
the action (1) takes the form 
Sjcfx{i [OAf*(aBMf^fJ-|(AB , , /-^(A-B^)y} • о) 

The maximal invariance group of the action is the conformal 
supergroup' ' with respect to which the components of superfields 
'Ji.tXiB*) form left- and right-handed scalar multiplets of weight 

er odd superoonformal transformations *Pz.(X,Q*) trans
form according to 

and сл\ , and <A a are apinor parameters of supertranslations 
(generator o * ) and proper superconformal transformations (gene
rator U ) . 

In addition to the fully symmetric vacuum \n =u =r =tr-T = Uy 
the model under consideration has vacua with smaller invariance 
groups corresponding to the phase with spontaneously broken super
conformal symmetry. Like in etandard linear £> -models, symmet
ries of these vacua respect symmetries of the related ano
malous vacuum expectation values of fields. The latter are found 
from trie condition that the action have an extremum on them, 

i i notations are the same as in ref, '. 
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In other worut., they 3hould be solutions to the equations of 
r.iotior. Tt iu natural to demand that the ground state of the 
spoi.taneousl.y broken phase preserve Lorentz invariance as well as 
P- and сЛ'-pari ties. Then, the permissible vacuum structure of the 
i;iassles3 •Vesfi-̂ umino model is determined by classical solutions 
for the field A(X) (and F(X) ) at B = G-=M y = 0 . i.e., in 
fact, by solutions of the massless f -theory. The equations of 
motion of such a theory are known to have no nontrivial constant 
solutions' ' (the trivial one /1 = 0 corresponds to the symmetric 
phase). There exiBt, however, X -dependent Lorentz-invariant 
solutiors which break the Poincare symmetry but are instead inva
riant under another subgroup of the conformal group, the anti de 
Sitter (-roup 0(2,3). It is ar, extension of the Lorentz group 
0(1,3) °cMj4V by the vector generatorRj4=f(p-m:lKr)([Rr)R,')=-lmsri/-.) 
Ri and K M being the generators of 4-translations and conform-

mal boosts,/TJ a scale parameter ([гп]=С ). The 0(2,3)-invariant 
solution for Am and that one suggested by it for p(X) are of 
the font/ 7' 0/ 

It is convenient to combine (6) into the superfunctions 
<&(*м--щ*мЬ-¥ыюШи^в(х,в±) (7) 
which can be interpreted as the expectation values of superfields 

the vacuum of the spontaneously broken phase | 0 > : 
Ф°±(х.8±} = <0|ф ± (х,в ± }|б>. 

It is seer that m measures the strength of the spontaneous 
breaking of superconformal and conformal symmetries. 

Transformation properties of vacuum 10/ with respect to 
the conformal supergroup are determined by the transformation pro
perties of the vacuum auperfield (7). Now we proceed to describe 
them in brief.following our paper'"^ devoted to the analysis of 
superconformal properties of solutions (6). The invariance of va
cuum |0) under 0(2,3^transformations is expressed by the rela
tions 

МгФ!(",е±)=0 , (? гФ:и,е ±)=0. (в) 
Each of odd generators S/and I* in itself yields no zero 
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viher: acting on ф + (X,9*) that can easily be verified by substitu
ting <fV(X,9+) f o r ф«.(*,в ±) i n t ° t n e supercorformal transforma
tion law (4). However, there holds the relation 

(S-mT)'&(X,et)=0 (g) 
indicating that the spinor generator ~(S-mT) should also 
be included into the little group of vacuum |0/ , It corresponds 
to the special choice of function p in the law (4): 

fi~feH*im*x)Pi' ( 1 0 ) 

where 6i is a constant spinor parameter connected with the norma
lized generator Qi = т? ( S ~" ГП T J . The generator Q x enlarges 
the algebra of group 0(2,3) to the algebra of the praded group 
0Sp(1,4 )°C(MJUU,P.M , Q i ) which is thus the full little (-roup 
of |0> . 

All the remaining independent generators of the conformal 
supergroup are not zero on ф + (X, 6+) and hence are associated 
with spontaneously broken symmetries. It is convenient to choose 
these Generators so that they belong to the coset space 3U(2,2/1) 
/0Sp(1,4): 

D i n J ( & , e - z < & * ™ % ) , Q i - 4 u * r n , r ) . (ID 
Here D and П5 are the generators of dilatations and chiral 
( tfs — ) transformations, resp. 

We see that in the bose-sector of the present model (as in 
the 0(2,3)-sector of the massless f -theory' ') there comes 
out broken scale invariance and invariance under the fixed com
bination of translations and proper conformal transformations 
(generator G-j< ). Chiral invariance is also broken. The spontane
ously broken component of odd superconformal transformations is 
represented by ths generator Qlf corresponding to the choice 
P = yt ("* ~ imx!f)P\i in the law (4). This generator, like Qj , 
enlarges the algebra 0(2,3) to the Qrthosymplectic superalgebra, 

11 T II 
OUp(1,4) (a closure of OSp(1,4^, OSp(1,4) coincides with the 
conformal superalgebra' ), Thus, the breakdown of superconformal 
symmetry in the massless Wess-Zumino model proceeds not_via the 
subgroup of UHual supersymmetry but via the subgroup 0Sp(1,4). 

Transformations with generators from the set (11),being 
applied to vacuum lO/ ,produce orbits of equivalent vacua, in the 
same way as in ordinary О -models. The relevant field expecta-
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tion values are classical solutions rotated with respect to (f>) 
by the same transformations (they may involve bosonic as well as 
Grassmann fermionic parameters * ), Theories built upon such 
vacua are equivalent to each other in virtue of the superco.nformal 
invariance of the action. In what follows, without loss of genera
lity, we shall proceed from the solutions (6) and vacuum 10) 
which is unambiguously fixed by the conditions (8), (9) and the 

/9/ 
requirement of P- and СР-conservation . 

To conclude this Section, we note that vacuum 10) , like 
0(2,3)-vacua of the massless f -theory, from the energetic point 
of view is not distinguished in comparison with the fully sym
metric vacuum \n-D-T = Г = & = 0 ) • on solutions (6) the improved 
energy-momentum tensorTJ^v vanishes (as well as the spin-vector 
current and, correspondingly, the supercurrent). This iB the 
essential difference between the present model (and the massless 
f -theory) and standard О -models of internal symmetries where, 
as a rule, vacua of the spontaneously broken phase already at 
the classical level роазеэа the lower energy as compared to the 
symmetric vacuum. Perhaps, the situation will alter after allow
ing for the radiative corrections-''. In what follows, we confine 
our consideration to the classical level reserving for the future 
the analysis of the question under which conditions 10> dominates 
over the symmetric vacuum. 

3. Now we turn to determining the physical spectrum of the 
spontaneously broken phase. As usual, this implies the transition 
to fields with zero vacuum expectation values. However, upon a 
direct subtraction of anomalous values (6) from the initial fields 
the potential part of the rearranged Lagrangian would get explicit 
dependence on Хуч . For a better correspondence with usual 6" -
models it is more convenient to reconstruct before the action to 
the form in which it displays the manifest 0(2,3)-invarlance. By 
this procedure, solutions (6) reduce to constants and all the 
coordinate dependence of the corresponding Lagrangian turns out 
to be concentrated in kinetic terms of fields where it enters 
through the metric of anti de Sitter space 0(2,3)/0{1,3) playing 
in 0(2,3)-formalism the role of a background space / s» 11/. 

The most straightforward way to arrive at the 0(2,3)-repre-
3 ) The fact that the symmetric, conformal-invariant phase of 

the massless f" -theory is unstable against radiative corrections 
has been pointed out in /10/. Perhaps, this means that it would be 
more correct to construct quantum theory from the beginning upon 
the 0(2,3)-invariant vacuum. 
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sentation i3 to apply the relevant Weyl transformation' f di
rectly to fields in the component actior. (3), by analogy with the 
procedure employed, say, in the massless X -theory' '', IJevcr-
tholesa, we prefer to proceed from the action in the superfield 
form (1) having for the object to demonstrate that fleyl brarsfor-
raation for the physical components is in fact a part of a i:.ore 
general superfield transformation describing the transition to the 
manifestly 0Sp(1,4)-invariant formulation of the massless Wesu-
Zurnino model. 

Remind before the meaning of Weyl transformations and also 
what is understood by V/eyl covariance of confomial-invariant 
theories. 

Any conformal-invariant theory can be represented not only 
by the standard, manifestly Poincare"-invariant Lagrangjan but 
equally by Lagrangians manifestly invariant with respect to 
other subgroups of the conformal group isomorphic to groups of 
motions of conformally flat spaces (a Riemannian space is said to 
be conformally flat if its metric differs from f},,v'(^i "'r^i'lmerely 

/11/ 
by a local factor' " ; such spaces have isomorphic conformal 
groups and comprise both Kinkowski and anti de fitter spaces). 
This property is called Weyl covariance. iVeyl transformations 
(see e.g. '•'') connect equivalent sets of fields representing 
a given conformal-invariant theory in different conformally Л at 
spaces» The concrete form of Weyl transformation to a certain 
conformally flat space can easily be found from purely group-
theoretical considerations; its structure, up to an unessential 
scale factor, is fixed by the requirement that the relevant зиЪ-
group of the conformal group be realized with zero weight on the 
Weyl transformed fields. For instance, the transformation from 
Poincare- covariant fields ДкОО to 0(2,3)-covariant fields 

Л и М can be determined from the condition of absence of weight 
terms_ in the generator R.^ = -g( Р„-т гКр) when the letter is applied 
to Л к О О , The result is: 

/\>)-[pa(x)rdX(X). ( 1 2 ) 

Here d A is the dimensionality of Л&00 (in mass units) and 
the function CX(X) is the same as in (6). Without loss of genera
lity, the scale multiplier P will be set one from now on. 

It is natural to expect that the notion of Weyl covariance 
generalizes to superconformal-invaria^t theories. In other words, 
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they should admit equivalent representations in any superspace 
havirj- the вате dimensionality f the usual superspace and includ
ing one or another conformally flat space as the maximal even 
subspace. The manifest invariance group of a given formulation of 
a theory is expected to be that graded subgroup of the conformal 
supergroup which is a suitable spinor extension of the group of 
motiors of corresponding even subspece. We have as yet no general 
rigorous proof of the above statements but are able to confirm 
them in the particular ease we are interested in. 

To find a superfield extension of (12), ф ±(*,9,)— ФДх.б») , 
transforming the action (1) to the representation in the super-
space 0Sp(1,4)/0(1,3)Э 0(2,3)/0(1,3), one may require that gene
rators of a certain subgroup 0Sp(1,4) of the conformal supergroup, 
say 0Sp(1,4), contain no wei ent terms when realized on Ф ±(Х, flt). 
It is not hard to be convinced that for removing the weight fac
tor - J K &tf>U+imXX)£i from the transformation with the gene
rator Qi =:jt(S-mT) ( p = 4=(И + i-rnxj-) fij in the transformation 
rule (4)) it is sufficient to multiply superfields Ф*(",б±) by 
superfunctions j (X, Gt) , the inverse of (7). The weight con
nected with 0(2,3)-translations is taken away by the variable 
change 0«.-»==-Q*. As a result, we have 

Ф*(*,в±)^.«,ад$±(»,й0*)= а»)(1-?аоо51в1)ф*(х,||ге±) ( 1 3 b ) 

or , in compor.ents; t _y 
£ (x) = CL'VO /?±(x) % (x) = a (x) % tx) 

For the physical components, as promised, the mapping (14) reduces 
to the transformation (12). Л nontrivial novel structure of thiB 
mapping manifests itself in relation between the auxiliary compo
nents: F + 00 appears a fixed combination of 0(2,3)-covariant fields 

c£ 2

( x ) Fi t»)"*, a--'(x) fltW. 'S l t a \ 
The odd 0Sp(1,4 ^ t r ans fo rma t ions induced for T t V ' 1 ' * ) by 

the law (4) (".is the connection (13a)) are as fo l lows: 

o"Ql4iMJ=p^li+f 6 , B i O + | i m X ^ ] y ^ ? u ^ e ± ^ 45) 
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Se,4* = i/ZFY. _ _ ( 1 6 J 

where as before _P = i H + {- m"y)pt . Under 0(2,3)-translations 
Ф+( х>в*) transform as 

8Ж^У--т^^-^ЬЛ'^-^ ^ ( 1 7 ) 

.Л being the infinitesimal transformation parameter. Thus, super-
fields "?Лх,е±) transform in 0Sp(1,4) exclusively due to non
linear shifts of their arguments lp , 6+ and, heijce, they are_, 
0Sp(1,4 )-scalars. Correspondingly, the fields A±M, 4*00 , F±(*) 
form conjugated left- and right-handed scalar OSpO ,4 )-multiplets. 
Unde'" contraction YX\-*0 the laws (15)-(17) go into the transfor
mation rules of scalar multipleta of the usual supersymmetry. The 
fact that 0Sp(1,4) has scalar multiplets has been established 

/12/ 
•sarlier by Keck' but without indicating their connection with 
the realization of 0Sp(1,4) in the left- and right-handed chiral 
superspaces. Our results show that this connection is quite ana
logous to that one in the usual supersymmetry. 

How we are ready to obtain the 03p(1,4 )-invrariant represen
tation of the action (1), Upon the substitution (13b) and the sub
sequent variable change "± •—*" -==, 8± the potential and kinetic 
parts of the action take the form: 

where 

7П+(»,0±)= a-VxH l - | " " Q±B±) (20) 

ГП(х,в) = a \ » ) | j - £ m в е + | т М в е ) г ] (2D 

^ = cftx) a r - l - f [ 9 ( K r • m«'<r № ) ] | g • (22) 
Without going into details (the complete derivation will be given 
ir, a separate paper devoted to the superfield formulation of 
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0Sp(1,4)-sy!iimetry) we indicate only that d X d 9» W± (x,8t) are the 
ОйрО,4 )-invariant integration measures over conjugated chiral 
superspaces (their invariance with respect to the transformations 
(15), (17) can be checked straightforwardly, by making изе of ge
neral rules for changing variables in Graasmann integrals' •" ), 
the objects еХр{+^В^^9Ц>}ф 1.(х,в 4)аге nothing but the chiral 
03p(1,4 )-superf ields in the real basis, ̂ , and a X A 9 7T7(x,9)have, 
reap., the meaning of the vector covariant derivative and invariant 
integration measure in this basis. Thus, the action of the usual 
massless Wess-Zumino model is identical to the action of it3 di
rect 0Sp(1,4)-analog, in the same way-аэ the action of the mass-
less \ -theory is identical to that of its counterpart in anti 
de Sitter space' '. Point out once more that this remarkable fact 
should be traced to the generalized iVeyl covariance of the action 
(1) caused by its superccnformal invariance. 

Integrating over <A H and eliminating the auxiliary fields 
f-(x), &(*) by their equations of motion 

Rx) = m MA - § (# 2 M - B2(x)) 
_ , a .— <~» ' ( 2 3 ) 
G-(x) = m BOO + 2%Д(х) B(x) 

one reduces the ac t ion £} — 0 8 ) + ( 1 9 ) to the form 

5=JJtVct4oo[{ fbrHfl_+vrЪъв + iVfyъ fh™чШ2)- ( 2 4 } 

-_|5(ЯЧвг)г-д?(я-в^)г] 
where Vp - CL~ W 3j« +... is the 0(2,3 )-covariant derivative, dots 
stand for the matrix part which is not essential for our purposes 
(it does not contribute to (24) because of scalarity of fields 
ft, В and the Majorana nature of 4* ). Taking into account that 
the quantity 9HV — o t SV»can be interpreted as the metric tensor of 
anti de Sitter space with radius г = т И / 1 1 / (о^Д, н ̂ Г = аг(») %?* 

CL(x) У)** and cC (x) *̂Г"° being appropriate direct and inverse 
vierbeins) and also that CL (*) = \|-Цд„»|| > m a =• - ̂  R. where 
K. is the scalar curvature for t - metric J.n (X) f one recognizes 
(24) as the standard conformal-invariant action for massless fieldfe 
in curved background. Note that the representation (24) and the 
equations (23) might be attained directly by applying Weyl trans
formation (12) to the fields $,8, Y i n (3) and (2). However, when 
doing so.it is difficult to make out the manifest 0Sp(1,4)-inva-
rian6e of the action (24). 
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Г • g* - «ST • (28) 

Return to the analysis of structure of the spontaneously 
broken phase. As has been anticipated at the beginning of this 
Section,the classical solutions (6) in terms of 0(2,3)-covariant 
fields reduce to constants: 

A0-f , F.=S.=£.-¥. = о (25) 
<0|$1(x,et)|S> = <6|$ t«lO)|o) = Я Ь . (26) 

Being X -independent, these solutions can be obtained dirsctly 
from the condition of extremum of the potential in the action 

У(№)=-тЦв^Г)^((ГгЪ2)г*^^-^^ (27) 
It is remarkable that they supply just the minimum tn the poten
tial, i.e. play the role analogous to constant solutions in li
near (Г-models of internal symmetries. Indeed, due to the wrong 
sign of the "mass" term the bosonic part of (27) strongly resemb
les the usual Higgs potential and attains minima on the circle of 
radius J q-1 in fl-Ь plane: 

The general solution of this equation and the related solution 
for the auxiliary components can be written as 

f_ !^(a»l - cos2Д),"С._ !2Ll(sinA. +iin2A'). ( 2 9 ) 

r*~ 9 9 
where A is an arbitrary parameter which reflects a degeneracy 
with respect to chiral transformations. In virtue of chiral inva-
riance, solutions with different Д should be treated on equal 
footing and without loss of generality one may choose the solu
tion (25) corresponding t o ^ = 0 . 

On passing to the field with zero vacuum expectation value 
/)'=./|-ffl , the potential (27) rearranges to the form: 

Thus, the spectrum of the spontaneously broken phase consists of 
the massless pseudoscalar field Ь t the scalar field " with 
шава 21*1 , and the Majorana Bpinor f of the same mass ' all defi
ned on anti de Sitter space. 

4) tfor fields over anti de Sitter space the "mass" is a rather 
ambiguous concept. We define bare mass parameters of the Lagran-
gian in the conventional manner, via terms quadratic in fields. 
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Let us c l a r i f y the s t a t u s of these f i e l d s with respect to 
Huporconformaj t ransformat ions . As expected, the l i t t l e group 
0Lip(1,4) i s rea l ized on them homogeneously. At the same t ime, ge
nera tors from the 3et (11) give r i s e to inhoraogeneous transforma
t i o n s . We begir by consider ing the ac t ion of the 0Sp(1 ,4 ^ g e n e r a 
to r QiJ . After a l i t t l e labour we fir.d: 

8оД=^ тгЧ~^£*£-2гп&)&н-^*гг)р5. on 
Extracting from n+ the vacuum value, we observe that Суй -
transformation of T^*) starts with a constant: 

£„,? = -v2 fH + ^~-(4)H * 0^,K), (32) 
Heme, t1 in the Goldstone fermion (Goldstino) accompanying the 
spontaneous breaking of_OSpO ,4 )-symmetry. The fact that it pos
sesses the mass term m f ~¥ t unusual for Goldstone fields, agrees 
with the general result obtained by Zumino' ' in the framework of 
the nonlinear realization. 

3t is interesting to trace in detail how the 0:>p( i ,4 )-struc-
ture arises in the '"ess-Zumino model. .Vhen deriving the represen
tation (24 ),we proceeded from the superfield formulation manifest
ly invariant with respect to 0Sp(1,4). However, we would come to 
the sai.'.e result choosing the subgroup 03p(1,4) to begin with. 
This is clear already from the fact that (24) is an even function 
of parameter 07 , Ir. other words, the action (24) simultaneously 
describes the linear realizations of two different 0Sp(1,4^super-
symmetries, 03p(1,4) and 0Sp(1,4). So far аз the superconformal 
symmetry is unbroken, these 0Sp(1,4) are on entirely equal status. 
After allowing for the solution (25) the degeneracy is removed: 
0Sp(1,4) takes the role of the stability subgroup of (25) while 
0Sp(1,4) gets broken to 0(2,3). If one chooses the solution with 
/=3T the situation is reversed. I.iore generally, the solution with 
a fixed •* is stable under the subgroup 03p(1,4)=e' 'QSpft'O E ' and 
breaks the symmetry with respect to 0Sp**(1,4 )=eUni0Sptl,4)e"L*ni 

(all 0Sp(1,4) have the common even subgroup 0(2,3 )<<• (М|И»,КА)'"' ), 
The Goldstone fields may be assigned not only to Q-д but also 

to all of the remaining generators from the set (11). The field 
BWtransforms inhomogeneously under the action of the genera

tor Пу and therefore is the Goldstonion associated with the spon
taneous breaking of chiral symmetry. Its "masslessness" can be 
traced to the fact that chiral symmetry is purely internal for 
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which reason the standard arguments of Gcldstone's theorem apply. 
The component Д(Х)р1ауЕ the double role. With respect to the gene
rator ris it is the Higgs field while with respect to D the 
Higgs and simultaneously Goldstone field (dilaton) for its infi
nitesimal scale transformation begins with a conatant.__The "mass" 
term 2 17) fl has the meaning analogous to that of m t t. In 
both cases, for invariance of the action under corresponding 
spontaneously broken transformations (i.e., dilatations and 
0Sp(1,4)-supertranslations) it is necessary that the Goldstone 
field kinetic terms occur in the combination with these unconven
tional mass terms (because of an explicit dependence of the tran
sformations on / M ). As to the generator G-p* £ (PJH + "i* Kf</ , 
there is no independent Goldstone field for it among components 
of the initial multiplet. Нот/ever, taking notice of the fact that 
Gj»-transformation of the field fl (X) begins with a term ~ ("tf Xj»), 
where T« is an appropriate group parameter, it is clear that 

^ *tCt a missing Goldstonion is imitated by the gradient Он л whose 
^-transformation includes a purely constant term — '/• . 

To summarize, we have shown that the ordinary massless .Vess-
Zumino model is the linear to -model simultaneously of two sponta
neously broken superByrametries, SU(2,2/1) and 0Sp(1,4), realized, 
respectively, in homogeneous spaces SU(2,2/1 )/05pj[1,4) and 
0Sp(1,4)/0(2,3>. Their breakdown is induced by 0Sp(1,4)-invariant 
classical solutions to the equations of motion. These solutions 
display the coordinate dependence when considered in Minkowski 
space but reduce to constants in anti de Sitter space. The regime 
of spontaneous breaking is stable: tachyons do not appear. 

4. Having the expressions for the 0Sp(1,4)-invariant integ
ration measures in chiral superspaces (20 ) we are in a position 
to construct 0Sp(1,4 ̂ -symmetric models wj.th scalar potentials of 
an arbitrary structure in superfields All such models, 
except the special case of the massless <P theory considered 
above, contain dimensional constants (beyond m ), For this 
reason they possess no auperconformal symmetry and, ae a result, 
are not equivalent to any kind of supersymmetric theories in И п -
kowski space. The simplest model is set up by adding to the ac
tion (18)+(19) the 0Sp(1,4)-lnvariant masa term: 

Tj 
An analogous phenomenon in nonlinear realizations is 

known as the inverse Higgs phenomenon /14/. 
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$м=м1ЛсГв[7ПД«,адЕг(^$!».в()+ТП.и,а.)5?л)фг^,в-)] - ° 3 ) 

The theory thus constructed is the OSp(1,4)-analog of the usual 
masBive Weea~Zumino model' ' and provides a nontrivial example 
of linear globally supersymmetric theory in curved space-time. 
After eliminating the auxiliary f: <?lds F, 6- through their equa
tions of motion 

f=(m-2M);r-g(^-B*; ( з о 

5= (m+2M)6 +-2g Д"6 
we find that the kinetic part of the Lagrangian density in the 
actionSn+Sw *• S M expressed in terms of the physical components 
4,0,4* coincides with the corresponding part of the density of 
the action (24). The potential part is now given by the expres
sion: j _ 
V H = (M+m)(2M-m) #'>(M-m)(2_M+m)Ba+ M ? Y + \ №*•&?+• 

The potential (35) in contrast to (27) is not symmetric under the 
change ГП-»-ГП . This reflects noninvariance of the present model 
with respect to the supergroup 0Sp(1,4) (and thereby to the con-
formal supergroup, the closure of 0Sp(1,4) and 05p(1,4)). 

As is well known, the conventional massive WesB-Zumino model 
exhibits no nontrivial vacuum structure' . In the present case, 
the situation iB quite different. Depending on a relation between 
the parameters M and n\ , the potential (35) attains minima on 
four different sets of constant solutions to the equations of 
motion (m?0 fixed): 

a) |Mj»m 
<ъ.--а>.-<ь0-<ъ.-<ъ>.-~о, <тг„>в.о ( 3 6 ) 

b) M*<2m crv HiO C m-2M)* 
</Г>.= и ^ 1 " f <B>.= <*>„= Ф,- < W. = о, <T},,X-%.v*M -jr~w) 

e ) - m s K 4 0 (л- m S M i 2 m 

3 / T Ч о M 9 ( m t 2 M ) ( ^ - 2 M ) ( 3 9 ) 
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HereTVv i s the energy-momentum tensor defined according to the 
general p r e sc r i p t i ons for curved backgrounds ' ' : 

THV = 'jfyiVM ~ JU 4j,v%-{A + В ) + de r i va t i ve te rns 

The ex i s tence domains of vacua (37)- (40) a re p ic tured in F ig . 1 

Fjg.1 
(the vacuum structure for the choice no<0 c a n ^ e obtained by 
reversing the positive direction on axis M ), 

Рог the lack of room, we do not give explicit forms; for rear
ranged potentials in srctors a)-d) ьлС are forced to limit our

selves to a number ci' comments. 
First of all, point out that the physical masses in all these 

sectors are real, i.e..ghosts are absent in the particle spectrum 
(this is because solutions (36)-(39 ) supply true minima to the 
potential (35)). 

Vacua (36), (37) correspond to the symmetric phase. In terms 
of zero wacuum expectation fields the potential in sector b) looks 
as in a) but with M = m - M instead of M . The boson and fermion 
masses split already at the symmetric level, Ml being a splitting 
parameter. 

Vacuum (38) gives rise to the spontaneous breaking of 0Sp(1,4) 
down to 0(2,3)-symmetry as \F\^0 over it. In this sector, 4* is 
the Goldstino, Its mass is fH<|i=2rt1 again in agreement with the 
general theorem of Zumino'*'. The masses of the Higgs fields /?,B 
are related to 4/ by the simple mass formula 

mfjv + m\ = vn§ • (41) 
The most interesting and unexpected feature of the model un

der consideration is the presence of two stable OSpO ,4 )-sym-
metric vacua (39 ) with spontaneously broken P- and CP-parities. 
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Within the range OiM'ffl there are no other stable vacua, 
i.e., solutions (39 ) give absolute minima to the potential (35) 
in this range. The~constar.t of the P- and CP-violating interac
tion in the diagonalized potential appears to be a function of 
bare parameters ^ > П1,M . We expect that the phenomenon of P-
and CP-violation will occur e.iso in other, more realistic 0Sp(1,4) 
-invariant models. 

It ie seen from Pig. 1 that with Гч fixed and the space ra
dius ГЛ varying, phases with a different symmetry of the ground 
state change each other. In this sense the parameter m is si
milar to the ordering parameter (temperature) in the many-body 
problem. In the case of large curvature (iri^M ) the phase with 
spontaneously broken P- and CP-parities dominates. To the small 
curvature there corresponds the fully symmetric phase. When M~0, 
the solutions (37)-(39 ) go into solutions from the set (29), 
..ith K'O ,% , isi. ", i- 3L , respectively. In this limit, the 
violation of P- and CP-parities becomes unobservable because, 
due to chiral invariance, sectors b)-d) turn out to be related by 

equivalence field transformations. 
In the limit ff>-» О ,Ь\фО leading to the usual massive 

Wess-Zumino model there survives, as expected, the symmetric 
phase alone. As ГГ1-» О ( the fine vacuum structure locked in the 
interval - Ш i M i 2 m degenerates into the point M = 0 , 

5. In thie paper we have studied Bimplest О -models with 
spontaneously broken global conformal and 0Sp(1,4)-Bupersymmetries. 
In conclusion we discuss in brief what happens» in the local case, 
i.e., after coupling theee models to gauge fields of eupergravity. 

To maintain global superconformal symmetry, one must couple 
the masalees Wesa-Zumino model to conformal supergravity'1'. Aq 
far as all the fields й , В , f of the spontaneously broken phase 
are of the Goldstone type, it is clear without explicit calcula
tions that in the local case they can be removed from the Lagran-
gian by the Higgs effect. The Lagrangian in unitary gauge is 
expected to contain only terms of gauge fields and to show the 
manifest invariance only with respect to local 0Sp(1,4^transfor
mations. Just such a situation has been observed recently by Kaku 
and Towneend for the case of the self-interacting massless scalar 

/18/ multiplet minimally coupled to conformal supergravity' ', They 
have Bhown that in the gauge fctonit^g-O f 5p = 0 t h e relevant 

6 J A similar situation for some open metrics has been revealed 
also in /17/. 
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Lagrangian coincides with the pure gauge Lagrangian of 0Sp(1,4)-
supergravity' "' (that of Poincare supergravity plus a fixed com
bination of the gravitino mass term and the cosmological term). 
We have verified that ttiis gauge exactly corresponds to the clas
sical solution (25), i.e.»is the usual unitary gauge if one 
works in terms of the Goldstone fields A , 8 , f with zero 
vacuum expsctation values. 

To make the model of Sec.4 locally 0Sp(1,4)-invariant,one 
has to couple it to 0Sp(1,4)-supergravity. To reproduce features 
of the real world the resulting model should give a ±'easonable 
order of the mass splitting between bosons and fermions involved 
(i.e., the splitting parameter ГП must b e ~ 1 GeV), and, besi
des, ensures the cosmological term to be observably email (va
nishing). Presumably, these requirements can both Ъл satisfied 
only in sector c) corresponding to the phase with spontane
ously broken 0Sp(1,4)-3ymmetry, where the Deser-Zumino' •" mecha
nism of compensating cosmological terms may be operative. The 
detailed discussion of this possibility and also of the question 
how the CP-violating phase d) manifests itself in the local case 
«ill be given elsewhere. 

Finally, point out that the model of Sec. 4 may bear inte
rest irrespective of its possible relation to eupergravity. Assum
ing that integration in the invariant action is only over a small 
space-time region of an order of the hadron size, ГП" being ~ 
radius of this region, this model can be regarded as a supersym-
metric extension of the bag model with the anti de Sitter geo
metry proposed in' ', 

.Ve express our deep gratitude to V.P.Akulov, A.A.Kapustni-
kov, D.V.Volkov, V.Yu.Tzeitlin for useful discussions. He are 
especially grateful to V,I.Ogievetsky for interest in the work, 
kir.d attention, and valuable discussions. 
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